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Background Merging disparate and heterogeneous datasets from clinical routine in a
standardized and semantically enriched format to enable a multiple use of data also
means incorporating unstructured data such as medical free texts. Although the
extraction of structured data from texts, known as natural language processing (NLP),
has been researched at least for the English language extensively, it is not enough to get
a structured output in any format. NLP techniques need to be used together with
clinical information standards such as openEHR to be able to reuse and exchange still
unstructured data sensibly.
Objectives The aim of the study is to automatically extract crucial information from
medical free texts and to transform this unstructured clinical data into a standardized
and structured representation by designing and implementing an exemplary pipeline
for the processing of pediatric medical histories.
Methods We constructed a pipeline that allows reusing medical free texts such as
pediatric medical histories in a structured and standardized way by (1) selecting and
modeling appropriate openEHR archetypes as standard clinical information models, (2)
deﬁning a German dictionary with crucial text markers serving as expert knowledge
base for a NLP pipeline, and (3) creating mapping rules between the NLP output and the
archetypes. The approach was evaluated in a ﬁrst pilot study by using 50 manually
annotated medical histories from the pediatric intensive care unit of the Hannover
Medical School.
Results We successfully reused 24 existing international archetypes to represent the most
crucial elements of unstructured pediatric medical histories in a standardized form. The selfdeveloped NLP pipeline was constructed by deﬁning 3.055 text marker entries, 132 text
events, 66 regular expressions, and a text corpus consisting of 776 entries for automatic
correction of spelling mistakes. A total of 123 mapping rules were implemented to transform
the extracted snippets to an openEHR-based representation to be able to store them together
with other structured data in an existing openEHR-based data repository. In the ﬁrst
evaluation, the NLP pipeline yielded 97% precision and 94% recall.
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Conclusion The use of NLP and openEHR archetypes was demonstrated as a viable
approach for extracting and representing important information from pediatric
medical histories in a structured and semantically enriched format. We designed a
promising approach with potential to be generalized, and implemented a prototype
that is extensible and reusable for other use cases concerning German medical free
texts. In a long term, this will harness unstructured clinical data for further research
purposes such as the design of clinical decision support systems. Together with
structured data already integrated in openEHR-based representations, we aim at
developing an interoperable openEHR-based application that is capable of automatically assessing a patient’s risk status based on the patient’s medical history at time of
admission.

Introduction
Rationale and Background
Digitalization in medicine comes along with an increasing
interest in the reuse of existing data sets for other purposes
than originally intended. Today, the importance of reusing
clinical data for improved health care is widely recognized.1
However, not only the interest has risen but also the technical
possibilities for integrating heterogeneous datasets have been
expanded. While bringing data together in a syntactical interoperable way is one important building block of enabling
enhanced reuse and exchange, in recent years, the awareness
also rose toward forming a shared meaning of data across
institutions and countries (semantic interoperability2). Nowadays, researchers work on the integration of data originating
from various sources by using different clinical information
standards such as openEHR,3 HL7 FHIR,4 HL7 V3 RIM,5 HL7
CDA/CCR,6 or HL7 VMR.7 It can be observed that the primary
goal of these research projects is often to harmonize datasets
that are already available in a (semi)structured format but
completely disparate. However, although this already is wellknown as a challenging task, the next step must be the
incorporation of unstructured data such as medical documents as these texts also carry crucial information for clinical
care and research. Along with the increasing digitalization in
medicine, these free texts are now electronically available and
accessible. Although this is an improvement, it does not seem
enough because the sole electronic availability is not necessarily associated with faster readability and information processing.8 Clinicians and researchers “(…) spend considerable
time reading free texts (…)”9 which potentially hinders the
everyday routine, moreover, the free text format is also not
appropriate for a multiple use or an exchange of data. Consequently, there is a clear need of an approach for (1) extracting
crucial information from such texts, and (2) representing the
extracted data in a structured, semantically enriched way.
Here, the use of natural language processing (NLP) techniques
together with clinical information modeling standards might
be appropriate. NLP can help to “(…) bridge the gap between
textual and structured data, allowing humans to interact using
familiar natural language while enabling computer applications to process data effectively.”8

In the context of bringing NLP techniques together with
clinical information standards to reach a structured representation of the NLP output, most recently Hong et al10,11 presented an FHIR-based approach to standardize and structure
texts from electronic health records (EHRs) by using existing
NLP tools for the English language. For German, a related but
not yet clinically evaluated attempt using FHIR is available.12
Some older publications dealing with HL7 CDA for structuring
texts such as discharge letters are available, too.13,14 In terms of
openEHR, Kropf et al15 presented a way to structure a pathology report into sections represented by openEHR archetypes
by a regular expression-based approach to enable sectionsensitive queries on these texts. The work successfully shows
the feasibility of transforming the general structure of a
document into an openEHR-based representation and formulating semantic queries on previously unstructured pathology
reports. However, the work is limited on only ﬁnding sections
and is not underpinned by a full-pipe NLP approach possible of
retrieving key items and storing them on entry-level in an
openEHR template. Hence, to the best of our knowledge, recent
publications have not developed an openEHR-based pipeline
for extracting and standardizing unstructured clinical data to
the extent as we intend to do. We aim at designing a new
approach of seamlessly integrating NLP and openEHR for
transferring unstructured documentation into standardized
and semantically enriched data items using openEHR.

The Importance of Medical Histories
The feasibility of an openEHR-based pipeline for transformation of unstructured clinical data into standardized representations is tested on examples of pediatric medical histories as
these texts bear an immense meaning in everyday routine of
clinicians.
Medical practice in critical care is characterized by solving
complex decision-making problems under challenging conditions of routine care such as critical situations, time pressure,
and work interruptions.16,17 The need for timely decisionmaking on diagnoses and early therapies especially gain in
importance when critically ill patients are admitted. For an
immediate impression of the patient’s condition, medical interviews are performed and medical histories are composed. Back
in 1975, Hampton et al already reported that in more than 82%
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of cases the medical history provided sufﬁcient information for
an exact initial diagnosis.18,19 Later, Peterson et al supported
these ﬁndings by describing that 76% of medical histories
contain crucial information that led to the ﬁnal diagnosis.20
Similar early ﬁndings on medical history research were presented by Keifenheim et al.21 Today, the signiﬁcance of this
rather time consuming approach for diagnostics is being discussed as new innovative diagnostic technologies such as
imaging methods or laboratory analyses are fast and accurate.
However, a medical history contains a great diversity of heterogeneous information at an aggregated level, therefore, they are
still recognized as highly valuable. Different researchers in
several scenarios report on the signiﬁcant meaning of medical
histories, e.g., in geriatrics,22 in ophthalmology,23 in pediatrics,24,25 and in the diagnosis of pneumonia.26 Along with the
increased digitalization and availability of patient’s data in
EHRs or patient data management systems (PDMS) in intensive
care units, medical histories became available electronically.
Although these reports are now easily accessible, there is no
further support for faster clinical care as the health care
professionals still need to review the entire report. There is a
clear need for NLP-based solutions that are able to extract
important information from unstructured medical histories.
This alone already enables clinicians to assess the patient’s
situation more quickly at the time of admission. However,
bringing structured and unstructured data together in a semantically enriched and unambiguous manner, thus sensibly
brings the chance to reuse heterogeneous data for further
purposes in research and patient care. In the context of medical
histories, this would open up the possibility of developing
helpful risk scoring applications (comparable to the widely
used pediatric mortality and morbidity scores such as PIM II
[pediatric index of mortality] and PRISM III [pediatric risk of
mortality]). Automatic generating of a reliable morbidity and
mortality score based on medical history analysis could be an
innovative and valuable tool for clinicians in their daily routine.

Objectives
We aim at developing an approach to automatically extract
crucial information from medical free texts and to transform
this unstructured clinical data by using NLP into a standardized
and structured openEHR-based representation. Therefore, we
designed and implemented an exemplary pipeline for the
processing of pediatric medical histories.

Methods

Natural Language Processing

openEHR
For structured representation of extracted information, we
adopted the openEHR approach as semantic modeling methodology and interoperability standard. In openEHR, a clear
separation of technical and domain content is realized by
following a multilevel modeling approach. The underlying
reference model provides the basis for any software implementation of openEHR by describing standardized deﬁnitions of
structures, data types, and functions (ﬁrst level of modeling).
The further levels consider the formal deﬁnition of clinical
concepts and use cases as data models, regardless of the
Methods of Information in Medicine

technical implementation. By applying constraints on the openEHR reference model, clinical concepts such as a diagnosis or a
laboratory result are modeled as machine-readable and computable but predominantly domain-level concept deﬁnitions
called archetypes 3. Consequently, archetypes are often developed in close cooperation with medical domain experts. All
attributes, characteristics, data structures, and internal or
external terminologies relevant for the clinical concept are
deﬁned and bound within archetypes by using the Archetype
Deﬁnition Language. Archetypes are then reused and nested in
so-called templates3,27 to represent speciﬁc use cases. Typically,
templates express entire clinical documents containing different information modeled as several archetypes such as discharge letters, result reports, or medical histories. The multilevel
modeling approach allows for exchanging archetypes between
all institutions implementing the openEHR reference model
and reusing archetypes without in-depth technical understanding of the underlying persistence structure of the data
repository implemented. Different implementations of the
openEHR reference model that can used as data repository
are available.28–31 To retrieve data from an openEHR-based data
repository, a semantically enriched query language called
Archetype Query Language (AQL)a is provided. As long as the
same archetypes are used to represent the same clinical concepts, these queries will work in any openEHR implementation.
To allow the reusability of our data models, applications
and results, we strive for using existing archetypes as much
as possible. Hence, when designing archetypes for representing a patient’s medical history, we ﬁrst reviewed existing
archetypes from a global and freely accessible archetype
repository (Clinical Knowledge Manager, CKMb). Since not
all contents have already been modeled, we also might need
new archetypes. Of course, we aim at providing our new
models to the international CKM to contribute to the global
openEHR activities. The archetypes are selected and
designed in close cooperation with domain experts such as
the clinicians from our pediatric intensive care unit. To
structure and monitor our modeling processes, we take
advantage of an existing clinical knowledge governance
framework that we designed for the purpose of openEHR
modeling in a nationwide data infrastructure project. All
other openEHR related projects in our department are
aligned to this governance process. To learn more about
the details of our modeling activities, including IT tools
used and modeler roles deﬁned, we refer to Wulff et al.32
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Free text documentation seems to be very common in clinical
practice. The use of natural language is not only more
convenient for clinicians, but it also includes various means
of expressions that could reﬂect the complexity and diversity
of clinical cases.33 However, it is a well-known bottleneck for
computer-aided processing and utilization of free texts due
to the crucial point that equivalent information can be
a

b

http://www.openehr.org/releases/QUERY/latest/docs/AQL/AQL.
html.
https://www.openehr.org/ckm/.
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represented by a large variety of words and grammatical
structures.8 Tackling this challenge is one of the main tasks of
NLP. From our perspective, Dubitzky et al provides a complex,
but accurate deﬁnition of NLP that we bear in mind during
our work: “NLP is the analysis of linguistic data, most
commonly in the form of textual data such as documents
or publications, using computational methods. The goal of
NLP is generally to build a representation of the text that adds
structure to the unstructured natural language, by taking
advantage of insights from linguistics. This structure can be
syntactic in nature, capturing the grammatical relationships
among constituents of the text, or more semantic, capturing
the meaning conveyed by the text.”34

Knowledge Acquisition for Pipeline Construction
As suggested by Friedman et al,35 the development of NLP
systems requires corpora for training, a domain model, and a
domain as well as a linguistic knowledge. Hence, we decided
to work closely together with experienced clinicians and
researchers from the Department of Pediatric Cardiology and
Intensive Care Medicine from the Hannover Medical School.
By regularly meeting and interviewing these experts, we
were able to deﬁne the most important information from
medical histories. With this knowledge, we were able to
construct a dictionary that summarized various clinical
markers and events. In addition, operational aspects such
as the selection of methods, tools, and systems play a major
role in the design of NLP applications.35

NLP Pipeline Components
For our work, we have built an NLP pipeline of well-known
components such as morphological analysis, part-of-speech
tagging, syntactic, semantic and pragmatic analysis. Instead
of developing new procedures, we decided to reuse and apply
existing methods and algorithms such as statistical methods,
linguistic rules, and regular expressions.
For extracting crucial information from pediatric medical
histories, an NLP process consisting of ﬁve successive tasks
was developed. The ﬁrst step describes the segmentation of
the medical history into various morphemes such as roots,
preﬁxes, and sufﬁxes (morphological analysis). Thereby, the
words included in the text are analyzed by having a look at
their generic structure. We implemented the morpheme
segmentation by using ﬁnite-state machines.8 In a second
step, the segmented morphemes need to be tagged by a socalled part-of-speech tagging (POS tagging) task. Here, the
recognized words were marked and identiﬁed as belonging
to a speciﬁc category of words (part of speech) such as
preposition or noun. Moreover, we performed an additional
step to the classical POS tagging by adding or removing
spaces to gain a standardized punctuation within the output,
improving the quality of the resulting tags and the following
steps. In a third step, the syntactical structure of the tagged
words included in the phrase must be analyzed (syntactic
analysis). We implemented a backtracking parser to extract
the syntactic structure of the input and to represent it by
using parsing trees.8 By this task, the component is capable of
understanding the location and relationship of the words
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included in the recognized sentence. After performing the
syntactic analysis, the fourth step comprises the task of
semantic analysis to be able to understand the meaning of
the sentence. Here, well-known semantic patterns of the
language are bailed-in for better understanding the combination of words to ﬁnd out the semantic meaning of the
whole sentence. We based our semantic analysis on the socalled Montague Semantics.36 The ﬁfth step represents the
task of pragmatic analysis in which not only the plain lexical
meaning is considered but also the discursive meaning of the
statement. To be able to extract crucial information, the
clinically relevant artifacts have to be deﬁned. In our context,
these artifacts were determined through an enhanced requirement analysis, expert interviews, and a literature review. Here, we implemented the idea of marker concepts. A
marker concept consists of various collections of entries,
called marker, that represent clinically relevant artifacts to
be extracted during the NLP process. The occurrence of at
least one but also multiple marker entries predeﬁne events.
An occurrence can either be a single entry from one marker
concept or a combination of different entries originating
from other marker concepts.

Data, Materials, and Tools
OpenEHR Modeling Tools
For modeling openEHR archetypes and templates, we used
the Archetype Editor 2.8 and the Template Designer 2.8
from Ocean Informatics.c For retrieving existing archetypes from the international openEHR community, we
accessed the international Clinical Knowledge Manager
(CKM)d. Furthermore, for building our local and projectspeciﬁc set of reused and newly created archetypes and
starting speciﬁc review rounds with our experts, we
reused a national version of the CKMe that was implemented previously for a nationwide data infrastructure
project in Germany.37 This instance is linked with the
international CKM so that all existing archetypes are
directly referenced. All archetypes and templates used
for this project are available in the CKM.

OpenEHR Data Repository
In our work, we use an existing openEHR-based data repository, which has been used for related research projects
before.37–40 Currently, the platform which is separated in
two instances (research and patient care) is continuously
ﬁlled with data needed in the context of a nationwide data
infrastructure project called HiGHmed.37 It builds the technical basis of the so called medical data integration center of
the Hannover Medical Schoolf. The repository is based on the
better platform by Marandg and is used together with various
commercial but also self-developed mapping and integration
c
d

https://www.openehr.org/downloads/modellingtools/.
https://www.openehr.org/ckm/.

e

https://ckm.highmed.org/ckm/.

f

https://www.mhh.de/forschungseinrichtungen/medic/.

g

http://www.better.care/.
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tools for transferring primary source data to this openEHRbased data repository. Currently, these tools are only able to
integrate structured data from primary source systems.
Hence, because no unstructured, free text can be treated as
input source, medical histories could not be integrated up to
now.

Data Source and Access
The platform already stores some datasets from different
local primary source systems, e.g., the electronic medical
record (i. s. h. med), which are available in a structured
format. In a previous project, we already tested the integration of structured intensive care data from the PDMS of the
pediatric intensive care unit of the Hannover Medical School
(m.life and the legacy system COPRA).38–40 The medical
histories used within this project originate from the same
PDMS. For data safety concerns, the medical histories are
used in an anonymized form by removing or modifying
sensible data manually.

h

For our work, we used LingRep, provided by econob, as
exemplary NLP application because it offers a sample pipeline
of different well-known methods and components required
for our application as well as a high ﬂexibility in the individual
adaptation and extension of the pipeline. LingRep has not been
used in medical contexts yet.

Workﬂow Design
The workﬂow is realized in a Java-based application that
consists of an input module to load all relevant settings,
dictionaries as well as the medical histories as free text in
a text format. Before starting the pipeline, the spelling
correction module is passed. By implementing a REST client,
the LingRep conﬁguration can be accessed and the NLP
pipeline conﬁgured by our previously designed marker dictionary can be started. The output format of the NLP pipeline
from LingRep is a JSON ﬁle that is transferred to the mapping
module of our application. The mapping module performs
the interpretation of the extracted NLP snippet and the
assignment to the items of the openEHR archetypes. By using
the REST interface of our data repository, the integration
module loads the datasets into our platform. A querying
module can be used to access the integrated datasets by
using AQL.

Evaluation
To evaluate the feasibility of the NLP pipeline, a proof-ofconcept evaluation was conducted. The prototype was evaluated by retrieving 50 anonymized randomly chosen medical
histories from the pediatric intensive care unit (anonymization
was performed by modifying sensible data manually). These
medical histories were transferred to a structured openEHRbased representation by running through the designed pipeline to get ﬁnally stored in the openEHR-based data repository.
According to the deﬁned dictionaries, two independent
http://www.econob.com.
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Ethical Considerations
This manuscript does not contain research involving human
subjects.

Results

NLP Tools

h

reviewers with a medical informatics background extracted
information related to the deﬁned marker concepts from these
medical histories. In case of disagreement, a third reviewer
was involved to reach a ﬁnal set of extracted events. The
manually extracted information snippets were compared
with the results of the automated extraction process by the
NLP pipeline to determine precision and recall. To evaluate the
viability of the prototypical workﬂow implementation for
transforming data into an openEHR-based representation,
we queried all data elements available in the openEHR data
repository after executing the entire workﬂow. By using the
querying module of our prototypical application, we evaluated
the existence of all extracted information snippets and their
assignment to a suitable archetype.
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Archetypes for Information Representation
For representing the extracted information in a structured
and semantically enriched format, we constructed an
openEHR template nesting all relevant marker concepts
as archetypes. As shown in ►Table 1, we were able to reuse
23 archetypes from the international CKM. One archetype
deﬁning the admission details of the patient was designed
from the ground (see ►Supplementary Appendix A.2,
available in the online version). The process of selecting
or newly creating archetypes is crucial to be able to
transform the information extracted from the unstructured text by the NLP components into a harmonized
and standardized data representation. Only if appropriate
archetypes are available, it is possible to start the process
of mapping the extracted information snippets to the ﬁnal
representation. A brief overview of the developed template
is given in ►Fig. 1.

Marker Dictionary
Currently, our dictionary contains 19 marker concepts, 60
markers, 3.055 marker entries, 132 , and 66 regular
expressions.

Marker Concepts
In cooperation with experienced pediatricians, 19 different
concepts, each representing highly relevant aspects occurring in medical histories, were created (a schematic representation is given in ►Fig. 2).2 These include nonclinical
marker concepts as unit-, negation or date-concepts, patientspeciﬁc marker concepts as medication-, diagnosis-, allergy-,
or general patient’s condition-concepts, and systemic marker concepts as skin-, body temperature-, respiration, or
heart-concepts. Each of the concepts are further described
by markers and their attributes, e.g., the skin concept contains entries describing the coloring of the skin (“blass” [pale
skin], “rosig” [rosy skin]) or the patient’s condition concept
comprises items characterizing the patient’s state as

An openEHR-Based NLP Pipeline
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Table 1 Overview of the openEHR archetypes used for representing medical history data

1

Concept name

Archetype ID

Internationally available?

Adverse reaction risk

EVALUATION.adverse_reaction_risk.v11

Yes – published

Age

OBSERVATION.age.v02

Yes—Draft

Blood pressure

OBSERVATION.blood_pressure.v23

Yes—published

Body temperature

OBSERVATION.body_temperature.v24

Yes—published

Capillary reﬁll

CLUSTER.capillary_reﬁll_time.v0

Dosage

CLUSTER.dosage.v16

5

Yes—draft
Yes—published

7

Examination of abdomen

CLUSTER.exam_abdomen.v0

Examination of a pupil

CLUSTER.exam-pupil.v08

Yes—draft

9

Yes—draft

Examination of skin

CLUSTER.exam_skin.v0

Family history

EVALUATION.family_history.v210

Food and nutrition summary

EVALUATION.nutrition_summary.v0

Gender

EVALUATION.gender.v112

Yes—draft

Yes—published
11

Yes—draft
Yes—Published
13

Laboratory test result

OBSERVATION.laboratory_test_result.v1

Medication management

ACTION.medication.v114

Yes—Draft

Pediatric Glasgow Coma Scale (pGCS)

OBSERVATION.glasgow_coma_scale_pediatric.v015

Yes—Draft

Yes—Published

16

Physical examination ﬁndings

OBSERVATION.exam.v1

Problem/Diagnosis

EVALUATION.problem_diagnosis.v117

Yes—Published
Yes—Published

18

Pulse/Heart beat

OBSERVATION.pulse.v2

Pulse oximetry

OBSERVATION.pulse_oximetry.v119

Yes—Published
Yes—Published

20

Report

COMPOSITION.report.v1

Respiration

OBSERVATION.respiration.v221

Yes—Published
Yes—Published

22

Story/History

OBSERVATION.story.v1

Symptom/Sign

CLUSTER.symptom_sign.v123

Yes—Published

Patient admission

ADMIN_ENTRY.admission.v0

No

Yes—Published

2

https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.1713; https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3361; 3https://ckm.
openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3574; 4https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.2796; 5https://ckm.openehr.org/
ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3319; 6https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.2751; 7https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.219; 8https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3882; 9https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3933;
10
https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.2469; 11https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.2755; 12https://ckm.
openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3715; 13https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.2191; 14https://ckm.openehr.org/
ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.123; 15https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.4188; 16https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.271; 17https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.169; 18https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.4295;
19
https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.3084; 20https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.677; 21https://ckm.
openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.4218; 22https://ckm.openehr.org/ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.68; 23https://ckm.openehr.org/
ckm/#showArchetype_1013.1.195.

“kompensiert” [patient is hemodynamically compensated]
or “schläfrig” [patient is somnolent].

Regular Expressions
For numeric values such as in any prescription of medications
(e.g., “50” in “50 mg”) or dates, we designed regular expressions.

Marker Events
The occurrence of at least one but also multiple marker
entries predeﬁne events. An occurrence can either be a
single entry from one marker concept such as “Tachykardie”[tachycardia] or a combination of different entries originating from other marker concepts (►Fig. 2). One common
example is the connection of one marker entry from the
systemic marker concepts as “Herzfrequenz” [heart rate]
with another marker entry as “hoch” [high]. The latter is
related to another marker concept called adjective concept.
Consequently, it is possible to combine different marker
concepts to deﬁne events.

Spelling Correction Module
The developed spelling correction module was constructed by
using the developed marker concepts, a list of approximately
300,000 German words and our available medical histories.
The ﬁnal module consists of approximately 776 entries relevant for our use case. For each entry, a list of spelling mistakes
occurred in the medical histories is stored. To consider a yet
unknown word as a potential misspelling of a relevant marker,
the word is checked against the list of all known German
words. In case of mismatching against this list, the word will be
added as misspelling to our 776 entries. To assign this word as a
Methods of Information in Medicine
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Fig. 1 OpenEHR template for representing a pediatric medical history.

misspelling to an existing entry, different similarity measures,
including the Damerau–Levenshtein distance,41,42 the Jaccard
similarity coefﬁcient, and the Soundex algorithm43 are calculated. Depending on the word length and each calculated
similarity measure, words can be matched. To reach a match,
the similarity values calculated need to be higher than the
values listed in ►Supplementary Appendix A.1 (available in
the online version). Based on this module, known misspelling
words can be corrected before passing to the NLP pipeline and
unknown misspelling words can either be handled as not
relevant for our use case or added as another misspelling to
our list.

Mapping and Integration Module
By connecting the NLP pipeline with the openEHR template,
it is possible to extract crucial information from an unstructured medical history and integrate the extracted data into
an openEHR-based data repository. Therefore, we deﬁned a
Methods of Information in Medicine
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prototypical workﬂow and designed a Java-based application. Depending on its content and a unique event identiﬁer,
the extracted information is mapped to the item of the
corresponding openEHR archetype (►Fig. 2).4 ►Figure 3
presents the mapping process within the Java code on the
example of the age event. The age event is provided as an
output from the NLP pipeline together with a unique identiﬁer “2106.” All possible events were converted to 123
mapping rules deﬁned in a switch-case method. The methods called within this rules enable the generation of instances of the corresponding archetype. To be able to create a new
archetype object and setting its values, the overall medical
history template was imported and generated as Java class
before. The eventObject carrying the extracted information
snippet is processed within the called method by setting its
content as value of the corresponding archetype attribute.
For each unique archetype path, a speciﬁc setter method can
be used.
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Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the developed workﬂow, including (1) the input module, (2) the marker concepts and regular expressions
realized in the NLP pipeline module, (3) the process of mapping to the (4) an archetype nested in the openEHR medical history template stored in
the (5) openEHR-based data repository. NLP, natural language processing.

Example Workﬂow
To demonstrate our workﬂow, we use the following ﬁctional
medical history.
“Die Patientin, 10 Jahre alt, wurde aus Klinikum Musterstadt verlegt. Patient blass, klagt seit 5 Tagen über Erbrechen
und Kopfschmerzen; 39.7°C Körpertemperatur, Herzfrequenz bei 130. Pupillen eng, Abdomen weich. Vorherig
bestand Lungenentzündung, Sauerstoffsättigung bei 82%,
Rekapillarisierungszeit <2 Sekunden. Allergie gegen Latex.
Familiär bekannter Immundefekt. Familiär D84. Nach Gabe
von 50mg Vomex kein Erbrechen mehr.”
[The patient, 10 years old, was transferred from another
hospital. Patient pale, complaining of vomiting and headache
for 5 days; 39.7°C body temperature, heart rate at 130. Pupils
are narrow, abdomen soft. Previously there was pneumonia,
oxygen saturation at 82%, capillary reﬁll time <2 seconds.
Allergy to latex. Familially known immunodeﬁciency. Familial
D84. No more vomiting after administration of 50-mg Vomex.]
In a ﬁrst step, the medical history was loaded into the NLP
pipeline. Then, the text passed the NLP pipeline. During that

process, all relevant information were extracted. For the aforementioned exemplary medical history, the pipeline extracted
32 events (e.g. “10 Jahre alt” [10 years old]). The third step of the
workﬂow comprises the mapping of the extracted components
to the archetypes by using the unique paths and so called
at-codes that identify the items of an archetype. Depending on
internal identiﬁers for every deﬁned event within the NLP
pipeline, extracted information can uniquely be categorized
and mapped onto the archetype. For example, events with the
identiﬁer “2106” will always contain information related to
the patient’s age and, thus, will always be mapped onto the
corresponding age archetype path. During this process, some
contradictory or overlaying information was detected. In that
case, we decided to integrate the component carrying the most
detailed information. For example, a component describing
“body temperature” with a speciﬁc value as “39.7°C” would be
preferred over a more unspeciﬁc component consisting of the
snippet “high body temperature.”
A special case is the extraction of negated information such
as “no headache.” Here, the pipeline would extract both
Methods of Information in Medicine
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Fig. 3 Snippet from the Java code for mapping the extracted information snippet on unique archetype paths (mapping and integration module),
including (1) running through all deﬁned rules and the ﬁring of a suitable rule which then (2) enables the instantiation of a new age observation
by ﬁlling the associated archetype paths with the extracted information delivered in the eventObject.

“headache” and “no headache” because the two words are
handled as both two separate markers and one event. To
prevent the integration of contradictory information, in this
case, the negated information will be preferred. Because of the
described contradictory or overlapping components, 18 of 32
extracted snippets were mapped onto archetypes and, in a
fourth step, integrated into an openEHR-based data repository.
As a result, all information extracted from the pipeline
should be available and, hence, queryable. Therefore, in the
last step, we successfully retrieved the integrated datasets by
using AQL. An exemplary query used to access the datasets
stored in a speciﬁc composition is constructed as follows:
SELECT a
FROM EHR e
CONTAINS COMPOSITION a
WHERE
a/uid/value ¼ “986f1cc6–0709–47e6-b6e8–6a065263c8fd::NLP::1.”
The last line of the query contains the identiﬁer of the
chosen medical history report.
As a result, the text snippets representing the most
important information of the medical history were successfully retrieved (►Table 2).

Evaluation
The proof-of-concept evaluation resulted in 529 manually
extracted events, which were compared with the results of
the automated extraction process by the NLP pipeline. The
pipeline correctly extracted 499 concepts (true positives),
wrongly identiﬁed 16 concepts (false positives), and missed
30 concepts (false negatives) (►Table 3). This yielded to a
precision of 96.89% and a recall of 94.32%.
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The 529 extracted ground truth events contain 81 events
which were clearly understandable but misspelled in the raw
input. In a ﬁrst evaluation approach, none of these events
were extracted. After implementation of the spelling correction module, 69 of the 81 misspelled events were successfully extracted. Without the spelling correction component,
the misspelled events would have been treated as false
negatives (recall of 81.29%).

Discussion
We designed an approach to extract important information
from German medical free texts and to transform it into a
structured openEHR representation on the example of pediatric medical histories.

Design and Evaluation of a Prototypical openEHRBased Pipeline
By following the openEHR approach, we were able to
represent the extracted information in a structured, semantically enriched and computable format. We have successfully represented all marker concepts as 24 archetypes, and
the entire medical history as one template that contains all
archetypes. We strived for reusing as many archetypes from
the international CKM as possible. This resulted in just one
newly created admission archetype which has been
designed in close cooperation with clinical, technical, and
international modeling experts (see ►Supplementary
Appendix A.2 , available in the online version). However,
since we focused on the technical feasibility of the overall
approach, some archetype selections should be reconsidered from a semantic point of view which might include a
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Table 2 Results of the AQL query to retrieve extracted information snippets
Event ID

Snippet, extracted from pipeline

Archetype

Archetype path and archetype
term code (at-code)

2107

Patientin [patient, female]

Gender

Administrative
gender at0022

Patientin
[patient, female]

2106

10 Jahre alt [10 years old]

Age

Chronological
age at0004

P10Y

Comment at0006

10 Jahre alt [10 y old]

2104

Klinikum Musterstadt
[Hospital Musterstadt]

Patient admission

Type of admission
at0049

Klinikum Musterstadt
[Hospital Musterstadt]

3103

Patient blass [pale patient]

Physical examination
ﬁndings

Clinical description
at0015

Patient blass
[pale patient]

2101

Erbrechen [vomiting]

Problem/Diagnosis

Problem/Diagnosis
name at0002

Erbrechen [vomiting]

2101

Kopfschmerzen [headache]

Problem/Diagnosis

Problem/Diagnosis
name at0002

Kopfschmerzen
[headache]

3206

39.7°C Körpertemperatur
[39.7°C body temperature]

Body temperature

Temperature at0004

39.7 Cel

3411

Herzfrequenz bei 130
[heart rate at 130]

Pulse/Heart beat

Pulse rate at0004

130 bpm

3503

Pupillen eng [pupils are narrow]

Physical
examination
ﬁndings

Clinical description
at0003

Pupillen eng
[pupils are narrow]

3701

Abdomen weich [soft abdomen]

Physical
examination
ﬁndings

Clinical description
at0003

Abdomen weich
[soft abdomen]

2710

Vorherig bestand
Lungenentzündung
[previously existing pneumonia]

Story/History

Story at0004

Vorherig

Symptom/Sign
name at0001

Lungenentzündung
[pneumonia]

3303

Sauerstoffsättigung bei 82%
[oxygen saturation at 82%]

Pulse oximetry

SpO2 at0006

82.0

3404

Rekapillarisierungszeit < 2 Sekunden
[capillary reﬁll time <2 seconds]

Capillary reﬁll

Capillary reﬁll
time at0026

Less than 2 s

2502

Allergie gegen Latex
[allergy to latex]

Adverse
reaction risk

Category at0120

Allergie [allergy]

Substance at0002

Latex

2705

Familiär bekannter Immundefekt
[family history: immune deﬁciency]

Family history

Symptom/Sign
name at at0001

Immundefekt
[immun deﬁciency]

2707

Familiär D84 [familial D84]

Family history

Symptom/Sign
name at at0001

D84

2202

50 mg Vomex

Medication
management

Medication item at0020

Vomex

2101

Kein Erbrechen
[no more vomiting]

Problem/Diagnosis

Dose amount at0144

50.0

Dose unit at0145

mg

Problem/Diagnosis
name at0002

Kein Erbrechen
[no more vomiting]

Abbreviation: AQL, Archetype Query Language.

conduction of cross-institutional and international expert
review rounds. For example, the representation of medication use has always been a highly discussed concept. In our
template, we only retrieve the medication a patient is
taking at the time of admission or shortly before, e.g., a
medication directly administered at admission. However,
medical histories often also contain information about

former medications which then should be transferred into
a different archetype, e.g., openEHR-EHR-EVALUATION.
medication_summary.v0. The same case might occur
when looking into problems and diagnoses: there also
might be current diagnoses and former diagnoses that
already have been resolved. For representing all diagnoses
a patient suffered during his life, an additional problem list
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Table 3 Overview of the types of marker concepts identiﬁed within the manual annotation (ground truth) and the distribution of
true positives, false negatives, and false positives
Type of marker concept

Number of events
extracted (ground truth)

True positives

False negatives

False positives

Summary

529

499

30

16

Vital signs

190

168

22

7

Diagnosis

107

103

4

4

General condition and behavior

90

87

3

2

Skin characteristics

50

50

0

0

Abdomen characteristics

25

25

0

0

Medication

22

22

0

0

Special situations
(e.g., transfer, emergency)

19

18

1

1

Ophthalmology

13

13

0

0

Neurology

8

8

0

0

Allergies

5

5

0

2

(openEHR-EHR-COMPOSITION.problem_list.v1) would be a
good choice.
Furthermore, some of our deﬁned markers might be
already available in a structured and higher quality form,
e.g., in an EHR. In some cases, it might be useful to rather use
this structured data than extracting this from a medical
history. Examples are birth data, gender, laboratory results,
or standardized scores such as the Glasgow Coma Scale
(GCS). However, when accessing this information from structured elements of the EHR, we still need to design or choose
appropriate archetypes for them. Consequently, only the
primary source will change and we still can use our openEHR
template for representing the pediatric medical history.
With our exemplary integration into an openEHR-based
data repository, we have successfully demonstrated the technical viability of transforming unstructured, free text into an
interoperable openEHR format. Although the focus was on
medical histories from the pediatric intensive care unit, we
are conﬁdent that our workﬂow will be more generic and
applicable in other contexts as the choice of archetypes and
mapping rules does not strongly affect the overall methodological pipeline approach. With regard to the implemented
assignments, some extensions are conceivable such as the
consideration of times of measurements or the storage of the
corresponding original phrase from which the concept was
extracted (e.g., within the openEHR feeder auditi). The latter
could improve transparency and understanding of the extraction process. Furthermore, there is the possibility that different
entries are extracted for the same marker or archetype. If there is
a clinical relevance, the template should allow multiple instances of one archetype to be stored. It may also be worth
considering an integration of plausibility checks to decide
which fact is the most important (e.g., in case of a co-occurrence of a normal and an abnormal temperature, the latter is
i

https://specifications.openehr.org/releases/RM/latest/common.
html#_feeder_audit_class.
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used). A similar approach has already been considered in the
treatment of negations and overlaying information. As
explained above, if the same marker occurs without and with
a negation, we will prefer to integrate the negation. For any case
in which information snippets from different marker concepts
are contradictory from a clinical perspective some expert rules
will be needed to make an adequate decision. This would be a
future development step since this case is not covered
currently.

Evaluation Results
In the context of the conducted evaluation, 16 events were
marked as false positives. These events contain a combination
of multiple markers. All 16 false positives occurred due to a
mix-up of the markers as seen in the following example: “[...]
70% FiO2 [...]. Later, 30% FiO2 [...].” The numerical values
closest to the respective “FiO2” should be matched together
to form an event. However, currently, the extracted events
were built by cross-matching the numerical values and
markers. Although the overall interpretation is not wrong,
because the same marker is used, the matching process is not
correct, leading to both, two false positives and false negatives. Hence, 16 of the total 30 false negatives resulted
indirectly from the extraction of false positives, leaving 14
to be considered as new errors. Of these 14 false negatives, 12
resulted due to not corrected misspellings in the spelling
correction step as mentioned above. However, although the
spelling correction module was not capable of correcting
these 12 events, it is again worth mentioning that the
implementation of the spelling correction module clearly
optimized the previous results by correcting 69 out of 81
misspelled events. This led to an improvement in the recall
from 81.3 to 94.3%. The remaining two false negatives are
due to insufﬁcient built regular expressions during the
dictionary construction step. Consequently, the spelling
correction module and the regular expressions need to be
optimized. For the false positives, it seems like the applied
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distance-based strategy explained above is not adequate
since all false positives occurred due to a mix-up within
the event construction step of the NLP component. It might
be a promising approach to take even more the syntactic
structure of the sentence into consideration (syntactical
analysis step).
The overall performance of the pipeline in terms of the
processing speed at runtime was satisfying (<1 minute for
processing of all 50 medical histories). Furthermore there
were no technical performance issues that can be inferred to
the amount of marker and event concepts. In future work,
standardized performance and speed tests at runtime should
be performed.

Related Work
Research on the use of NLP techniques in health-related contexts has increased signiﬁcantly in recent years. Many literature reviews, each focusing a slightly different topic, have been
published in the last 2 years, such as a summary of current
approaches to identify sections within clinical narratives from
EHRs (published by Pomares-Quimbaya et al in 2019,44 a
review of recent publications on clinical information extraction
applications (published by Wang et al in 2018),45 an overview
of published articles discussing the application of NLP techniques for mining health-related information not only from EHRs
but also from social media (published by Gonzalez-Hernandez
et al in 2017),46 and a presentation of opportunities and
challenges for clinical NLP in languages other than English
(published by Névéol et al in 2018).47
Of course, also some commercial and noncommercial NLP
tools exist that enable either the construction of a complete
pipeline, or the completion of some speciﬁc tasks. For the
former, and with a focus on the German language, mEX as an
information extraction platform for German medical texts48
as well as the well-known Mayo clinical text analysis and
knowledge extraction system Apache cTAKEs49 are worth
mentioning. Furthermore, Averbis Health Discovery as a
commercial product for analyzing medical texts has gained
attention in the last years.50 OpenNLP51 or LingRep52 are
other examples for such full pipeline-oriented tools.
For the latter, MedXN is an open source tool for extracting
and normalizing medication snippets from clinical texts,53
MedTime for the extraction of temporal information54 and
POS taggers such as the Stuttgart-Tübingen-Tagset are available (also for the German language) for supporting speciﬁc
NLP tasks. Tools for detecting abbreviations (Schwartz Hearst
algorithm55) and negations (e.g., NegEx56) also fall into this
category. However, the majority of the existing approaches
focus on the English language as for example MedLEE as a
natural language text extraction system for the medical
domain, MetaMap as a tool to map biomedical text to the
uniﬁed medical language system (UMLS), and caTIES as an
application for extracting cancer information from clinical
reports. While the research in the English-speaking world is
ongoing in this ﬁeld,9 there is a lack of related work in
German. However, the work presented by Becker and Böckmann57 is notable, because the authors used a customized
NLP pipeline with the help of cTAKES for German Language to
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extract UMLS concepts from clinical notes and to map these
with SNOMED-CT codes. Although they only reached a
moderate F1 measure, the results are promising because
they reached these results without implementing German
stemming. They even were able to further optimize this
approach and evaluate it again in a clinical-driven use case
of colorectal cancer with an improved F1 score of 81%.58
A second notable approach for extracting information from
German medical free text documents is provided by König
et al.59 The authors used NLP methods for the detection of
clinical events with a precision of 95.6% and a recall of 96.7%.
Within this work, the focus was mainly on two single
concepts and could therefore be a promising approach to
be integrated into a more holistic work. A third publication
for extraction with NLP methods from a German source was
published by Löpprich et al.60
Regardless of the tool used, it seems to be necessary to
customize the NLP pipeline in terms of the concrete use case
to reach satisfying results in clinical-driven evaluations.
Existing NLP tools and already implemented NLP techniques
and tasks (e.g., POS tagging) are very helpful but they always
need a customization to reach the desired output in the
speciﬁc medical use case. The modiﬁcation and development
process of German dictionaries and corpora are very time
consuming and experts need to be involved. If done precisely,
the resulting German markers carry great potential to be
reused in other tools or other settings. Hence, in our work, we
put a lot of effort into developing a specialized German
dictionary (including markers, events, and regular expressions) for pediatric medical histories.
Some related work is available for using semantic interoperability standards for capturing former unstructured
information from medical free texts in a structured format.
Hong et al11 present the development of an FHIR-based
clinical data normalization pipeline for standardization
and integration of unstructured and structured EHR data.
For evaluation, they used gold standard annotation corpora
converted in an FHIR-based schema.61 Their ﬁrst evaluation
was not based on a speciﬁc clinical use case but on core
clinical resources for which NLP tools and dictionaries
already exist. In addition to the more general ﬁrst evaluation,
in a recent publication, the authors applied the developed
pipeline to textual discharge summaries for reaching the
further goal of using machine learning modules on the FHIR
resource instances.10 Altogether, the authors present a great
approach by reaching satisfying, albeit widely ranging Fscores from 0.69 to 0.99 for various FHIR elements. In our
work, we also needed to deﬁne mapping and normalization
rules, but additionally, we had to deﬁne our very clinicaldriven use case of pediatric medical histories and construct a
new German NLP dictionary for this reason. Using FHIR in
clinical text mining also has been discussed by the German
working group of Daumke et al. In this study,12 they presented the harmonization of an existing commercial textmining tool, called Averbis Health Discovery, with FHIR. It is a
very interesting, but methodological-driven paper, demonstrating mappings between the output formats of the tool
and the FHIR resources. The feasibility of this approach in a
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clinical context has not been shown yet. Some older publications concentrate on using HL7 CDA as interoperability
standard. In 2014, Lin et al combined NLP with a semiautomatic annotation approach to generate entry-level
CDA documents.13 Before, in 2012, Meystre et al combined
HL7 CDA with the ISO Graph Annotation Format to develop a
new standard-based data model out of unstructured clinical
data, tested on discharge summaries and progress notes.14 As
already denoted in the introduction, for openEHR, we only
identiﬁed one other article in this context, published by
Kropf et al.15 Their work from 2017 shows initial successful
attempts to use openEHR archetypes as ﬁnal structured
representation of a German pathology report. In our
work, we contribute to this research by using regular expressions for information extraction and enriching it with a
dictionary-based approach. Furthermore, since Kropf et al.
demonstrated the feasibility of representing sections of
unstructured texts by openEHR, we focused on storing
retrieved facts at an entry-level to load a ﬁlled medical
history as openEHR template presentation into an openEHR-based data repository.

Limitations and Future Work
Currently, our pipeline is not able to take retrospective points
into account, such as the description of the patient’s status
from last month, last week or yesterday. We plan to integrate
a combination of marker concepts and regular expressions to
be able to assign each marker entry to a speciﬁc time or
period and thus to visualize the timeline of a patient.
Additionally, the pipeline can be further enriched by including further strategies for treating contradictory information
as explained in the section above. We are aware that our
workﬂow can be optimized by broadening our marker and
event dictionary and conducting an enhanced clinical study.
The ﬁrst evaluation yielded promising results. However, it is
limited due to a small sample size and focused on testing the
technical feasibility. Further evaluations will be conducted in
short term.
In the long-term, our goal is to prioritize markers and
assign weightings to the archetype instances for developing a
scoring application able to evaluate the condition of the
patient at the time of admission. Additionally, we will access
further structured information such as vital signs measurement, since this data can also be integrated into the same
data repository (as presented by Haarbrandt et al38,40 and
Wulff et al39). With this approach, we can merge unstructured and structured information into an interoperable
format. As such application will be built on top of the openEHR platform, it is potentially implementable in a “plug-andplay”-fashion at other institutions that follow the same
interoperability approach and reuse the same archetypes.
Alongside, it also would be a great future research question to
ﬁnd out whether our pipeline might be able to transform
data not only into openEHR-based formats but also other
various EHR standard representations. As presented in our
work, this would require the design of appropriate data
models represented with the speciﬁc standard format and
the development and evaluation of the mapping rules and
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processes. For that, our work delivered all methods and
knowledge assets, including a deﬁnition of relevant markers
for medical histories, a summary of important items needed
in the standard data models, a German dictionary for medical
histories, and a deﬁnition of the required mapping rules.
Together with the approaches presented in the related work
section, it would be a good starting point to examine the
possibilities of reaching a full pipeline based on various EHR
standards. This would make the pipeline even more usable
for designing interoperable applications. Hence, for future
work, we recognize the efforts presented as a foundation for
the development of “(…) clinically striking NLP applications
that can be widely used.”35

Conclusion
The use of an NLP-based solution to extract important
information from medical histories in conjunction with a
semantically enriched and structured openEHR representation is a promising approach. We successfully implemented
a workﬂow that allows transforming medical histories as
free text into a structured representation format. Based on
these efforts, the long-term goal of developing interoperable application that rely on both, structured and unstructured data, e.g., to assess the condition of a patient at
admission, becomes tangible. Health care professionals
will beneﬁt from such applications because they consolidate unstructured and structured information, analyze a
large amount of heterogeneous data, and present the most
important pieces of information. These applications will
have the potentials to enable accurate, fast, and informed
decision-making even in time-critical and high-risk situations. A workﬂow such as the one presented in this work
allows the use of the full depth and width of natural
language to express an observed clinical situation without
obstructing the ability to reuse this valuable routine data in
a structured form.
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